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Introduction
My favourite part of illustrating has always been creating characters and 
the worlds they live in. When I heard of the class From Storytelling to 
Gaming: The Modern-Day Myths, I was beyond ecstatic. Getting to 
create a story and design all the aspects of the universe behind it, and 
ultimately create my own concept art book is a dream come true. 

This concept art book is the result of an entire semester’s worth of 
writing, sketching, and illustrating. This book will take you through 
my journey in the class, and show you the way I fleshed out the story of 
LampLight through both image and text. 

While creating this project, I thought of it less as a video game and more 
of a story that could be adapted in many different medias, be it graphic 
novel or animation. It is my hope that while you look through this book, 
you get as much enjoyment out of it as I had creating it.
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The Story of LampLight
In this universe, there are two groups of people: the day-dwellers and 
the night-dwellers. The day-dwellers derive their culture from butterflies, 
and their energy and strength from the sun. Alternatively, the night-
dwellers derive their culture from moths, and they get their energy and 
strength from the moon. Each family within these groups has a long 
lineage, and their designs are based off certain species of insects.

In this world, day-dwelling people are seen as a higher-class. They hold 
political and social power, and have control over all the land. While both 
the day-dwellers and the night-dwellers are technically one country, they 
live in separated areas and do not interact much with one another.

One day, the sun ceases to rise, and the moon stays in the sky. The 
day-dwelling people begin to fall ill, as their source of energy is 
no longer there. But because the night-dwelling people have been 
mistreated so long, they do not want to search for a solution to the 
problem.

The game itself focuses on a girl named Clara, who is both a day-dweller 
and a night-dweller (her father being a day-dweller and her mother 
being a night-dweller). She is an avid astronomer, and studies stars and 
their patterns every night. When the sun no longer rises, her father falls 
deathly ill, and she takes it upon herself to figure out what is happening.

There is an old folk lore in the peoples’ culture that in the beginning of 
time, a god-like butterfly and moth created all of existence. The insects 
worked together to create the universe, but they both had different ideas 
of what that universe looked like. So, as a compromise, the butterfly god 

Genesis Project
The first assignment for the class consisted of us going to the Milwaukee 
Public Museum to gather cultural and aesthethic inspiration. At this 
point I had no idea what story I wanted to tell, so I went into the 
museum with an open mind. The first place I visited in the museum 
was the Insect Exhibit, which had information on hundreds of species 
of bugs. The part of this exhibit that caught my eye was the butterfly 
and moth section, which opened with a large informational board on 
the minor differences between the insects. This section of the museum 
also featured hundreds of species of butterflies and moths on display. I 
spent quite a bit of time taking pictures and sketching the butterflies and 
moths. The wings on the insects inspired me to draw cloaks and other 
clothing (one sketch of which is on the right of this paragraph.

The second part of the museum that heavily influenced my story was 
the European Village, which consists of dozens of small houses that are 
arranged in a town-like setting. Each house in the village represents a 
different European country, and is styled to match what living in that 
particular country in the 1800s would have been like. The houses are set 
up in a dark environment, with the only light coming from the interior 
of the houses and the streetlamps that are placed around the village. The 
atmosphere and the aesthetic of the village were very calming, and would 
later serve to be inspiration for the environments of my project.

rules over the earth during the day and the moth rules over the earth 
at night. To keep each other in balance, and to make sure no one has 
more power, the gods created the sun and moon and their orbit. The 
tale also tells of a celestial temple, which the two gods are housed in. 
The celestial temple is able to be visited if one follows a particular star 
in the sky.

But, because the story is so old, it is viewed by most people in their 
society as just a folk tale. Clara, however, believes in the tale whole-
heartedly, and believes that the gods have been pushed out of balance 
by an unknown force. Being an astronomer, she has spent years 
studying the night sky’s pattern, and believes that she has found the 
star that leads to the temple in the old legend.

When her father falls ill, Clara becomes determined to figure out what 
has gone wrong, and sets off on a journey. She recruits 4 other girls 
from the surrounding villages to come along with her, all with the goal 
of fixing the planetary balance.
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The World of Lamplight
Creating the Setting of the Story
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A Vast Landscape
When beginning my environment designs, I decided to do a bit of research. I went to my local 
library and checked out two books about European landscapes: ‘The Most Beautiful Country 
Towns of England’ and ‘The Most Beautiful Villages of Normandy’, both by Hugh Palmer. These 
books feature hundreds of high quality images of various terrains and areas in Europe, which I 
referenced while working on thumbnail designs of environments.

I chose to fully render the thumbnail on the right because it gave the viewer a good amount of 
information about the quiet and calm atmosphere of the world. I also wanted to feature a lamp in 
the environment, because they play a large role in the game.

While this game does take place at night, I did not want the palette to be comprised of super 
dark and muddy colours. I chose colours that evoke the feeling of night while still being rich and 
florescent. A lot of the story deals with the theme of opposites and contrast, so I felt this colour 
scheme would work well.
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Home Sweet Home
For our second environment we had to render an exterior area. The silhouettes I created at 
this stage were at various locations in a town. I didn’t have a clear idea of what kind of exterior 
architecture I wanted to render. I thought back to the Genesis project and my visit to the 
Milwaukee Museum, and I decided that I wanted to design the outside of Clara’s home.

I went about this exterior environment in a similar fashion as I did for the larger landscape: I 
referenced books on European landscapes, but focused on the way that the buildings are designed. 
I enjoy old European village homes because they feel Earthy and warm, which is what I felt 
that the people in the world would embrace. The people in this world are very influenced by 
nature, so I wanted there to be a lot of foliage around the homes. I based the final rendering on 
different components of the silhouettes that my professor and classmates responded well to. I also 
incorporated different influences from the homes in the Milwaukee Public Museum’s European 
Village, such as the cobblestone ground and the streetlamp.
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The Room of a Stargazer
The last environment we were to create was an interior area. I initially had a lot of issues with 
thumbnail creation, because I wasn’t sure what route to take for the interior of her house. The 
thumbnail that was the strongest and that my professor responded to most was that of a bedroom, 
which is what I decided on rendering. This was a good choice because showing the mess in her 
room was not only a good way for me to explore Clara’s personality, but also to show the viewer 
who she is.
 
The focal point of Clara’s room is the tree growing out of the floorboards, which houses a bedside 
lamp. The tree is one of Clara’s “friends” who she talks to a lot, although it doesn’t talk back to her. 
Clara likes to keep her room dark so that she can open the curtains and look at the stars above 
her home. She has a small desk that she keeps pen and paper on for astronomical mapping, and 
she pins up her favourite maps around her room. I also wanted to hint at her connection with the 
creation folk tale in her world through the rug on the ground, which depicts the sun and moon.
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The Characters of Lamplight
Finding the Heroines and Villains
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Clara Cardamine
astronomer and dreamer

Silhouettes and Inspiration

© Copyright CSIRO Australia, 2007

Clara’s design is based off of the Clara Silk moth (left) 
and the Orange-Tip butterfly (right). I chose these insects 
because I thought their patterns were interesting, and I 
thought the orange colour of the butterfly against the 
brown and white of the moth would be a good contrast.

When designing Clara, I kept a few things in mind: Clara is a 12 year 
old girl who is full of charisma and determination. I wanted her to be 
approachable, but also someone who can fill the role as leader of a group. 
I wanted her design to be heavily based on circles in order to make her 
seem young and lively. I included some sharp angles in her design, not 
only to reflect the Silk moth she is based on, but also to show that she 
can be a strong leader.

I already had the insects I was going to base her off of in mind, so I used 
the shapes of the Silk moth and the Orange-Tip butterfly to drive my 
silhouettes. Clara’s hair shape was inspired by the round shapes of the 
butterfly’s wings. 

In discussion with my classmates, they responded well to the silhouettes 
on the top and bottom left. They liked the shape of the cloaks of these 
silhouettes, but they also liked the billowing pants of the top-middle 
silhouette. I combined those elements of the three silhouettes in order to 
create Clara’s final design.

Clara Cardamine is a 12 year old girl who loves astrology and talking to 
the tree in her room. She spends her nights looking at the stars through 
her window and charting the stars and their patterns. Her father is a 
day-dweller, and her mother is a night-dweller, which makes Clara both 
a day and night-dweller. Because of this, Clara is a bit of an outcast at 
school and has a hard time fitting in.

When the sun ceases to rise, Clara’s father becomes deathly ill, and 
her mother goes into shock because of it. Seeing no other option, and 
confident in her abilites as an astronomer, Clara takes it upon herself to 
go into the world and fix the sun’s orbit.
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Clara's Final Design

development sketches
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Selena Nagel
Silhouettes and Inspiration

witchcraft enthusiast

Selena’s design is based on the Esmeralda butterfly and 
the Purple Thorn moth. I felt that the sharp edges of the 
moth and the transparent delicacy of the butterfly were 
reflective of her hard-shelled personality.

I wanted Selena’s design to have a balance of rigidity and softness: 
If I made Selena’s design too sharp, she could be mistaken for an 
antagonist. If she looks too soft, then her personality wouldn’t match her 
appearance.

Selena’s look is based off of rectangles and circles. The rectangles let the 
viewer know what she is stable and strong, but the circles within her 
design show that she can be friendly.

For her silhouettes, my classmates responded well to the bottom-right 
silhouette the most. They suggested that Selena’s cloak be tucked more 
inwardly, to suggest that she is a more reserved character. It was also 
suggested that her cloak be given a bit of transparency to further push 
that she is a protagonist.

The eyeballs in her dress and her cloak are based on the Purple Thorn 
moth’s wings, and her colour scheme is from the Esmeralda butterfly.

Selena Nagel is a 16 year old girl who likes to keep to herself. She 
is standoffish, and doesn’t talk to people very often. She is the first 
person that Clara recruits for her journey, as they used to be friends in 
elementary school. When Selena’s mother got re-married to a night-
dweller, her and her family moved to a night-dwelling town.

Selena likes to dabble in witchcraft in her spare time, which comes in 
handy at times. When the sun ceases to rise in the sky, Selena joins 
Clara on her journey to not only save herself, but to save her mother as 
well. Selena can seem very unkind, but deep inside she does care about 
the well-being about her loved ones.

Photo by Didier Descouens, 
distributed under a CC-BY-SA 3.0 license.
Background made transparent.

Photo by Didier Descouens, 
distributed under a CC-BY-SA 3.0 license.
Background made transparent.
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development sketches

Selena's Final Design
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Phoebe Collins
bearer of light
Phoebe is a 17 year old day-dweller who works alongside her father 
to contain light in small orbs, which are placed inside streetlamps and 
personal lamps for both day-dwellers and night-dwellers alike. Phoebe’s 
family has been in the light business for years, and have mastered the 
craft of harnessing the sun’s power.

Phoebe’s character was sparked because of a plot hole early in 
development: If some of the people in Clara’s group are day-dwellers, 
how are they staying alive? After some brainstorming, I thought about 
the lamps that are throughout the game- Someone has to light them 
every day, right? Phoebe keeps light orbs inside her bag at all times, 
which day-dwellers can use as a temporary source of energy.

Silhouettes and Inspiration

Phoebe’s design is based on the Orange-Barred Sulphur 
butterfly. The bright yellows and oranges of the butterfly 
were what attracted me to it in the first place. I felt it 
would be a good fit for her warm personality.

Phoebe’s personality is gentle and approachable, and I wanted that to 
shine through in her silhouettes. I had already picked out the butterfly 
she is based off of, as well as her colour scheme, so it was a matter of 
making her silhouette feel as bright as her palette.

I figured that since she is a fairly active person she would have a slimmer 
figure, so many of her silhouettes are of a similar body type. I originally 
was going to have her wear pants and a sleeveless top, but after a few 
concept sketches of her I couldn’t get the look I wanted: I the top and 
pants didn’t sell insect enough for me. So, I created a dress for her that 
incorporates her butterfly’s wing shape and colour palette. I also drew 
inspiration for her design from triangles and circles evident in the 
Orange-Barred Sulphur butterfly, which I let show through in the textile 
of her dress.

Photo by Didier Descouens, 
distributed under a CC-BY-SA 3.0 license.
Background made transparent.
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development sketches

Phoebe's Final Design
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Alex Rothschild
a master toolswoman
Alex is a 17 year old day-dweller who is great with tools and fixing 
objects. She is a very clever and resourceful person, and is helpful is a 
sticky situation. Alex is a strong willed girl who won’t back down from 
a fight. Alex works after school as a repairswoman, fixing anything that 
is broken on the exterior or interior of a home.

Alex is best friends with Terri, who she hangs out with often. Alex likes 
to garden in her spare time, and enjoys spending time with Terri in her 
greenhouse. Terri is also the reason that Alex joins Clara’s group; after 
the sun ceases to rise, Terri rushes Alex over to Phoebe so that she won’t 
fall ill. Wanting to save her people, Alex joins the girls on their quest to 
restore the planet back to its normal state.

Silhouettes and Inspiration

Alex’s design and name are based on the Queen 
Alexandra’s Birdwing butterfly.: the largest butterfly in 
the world. I was initially attracted to this insect because 
of it’s large wingspan, and I felt that would compliment 
and reflect Alex’s stature well.

When first sketching the character of Alex, I intended her to be a small 
bossy girl. I already had the idea in my head of Alex and Terri being 
best friends, so I wanted their silhouettes to be good compliments of 
each other. Terri’s design at the time was small and thin, so I decided 
to make Alex a woman with a larger stature and size. I drew out 
silhouettes reflecting the different body types that I was considering, 
but in the end I felt the larger-framed body would suit Alex well.

It was after I chose this silhouette that I found the Queen Alexandra’s 
Birdwing Butterfly, which is where Alex derives her name from. This 
butterfly is the largest butterfly in the world, with an oval wingshape.

Alex works as a handywoman, so I figured that pants would be a better 
option for her clothing-wise. I made her top frilled at the sleeves and 
made the blouse fan out into two wingshapes, to reflect her herritage.

Photo by Robert Nash, 
distributed under a CC-BY 2.5 license.
Background made transparent.
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development sketches

Alex's Final Design
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Terri Scopoli
herbologist extraordinare
Terri is a 16 year old night-dwelling herbologist who spends most of her 
time in the greenhouse behind her home. She is a fun and loud person, 
and is very obsessive when it comes to plant knowledge. Terri often for-
gets to sleep during the day because she gets so estactic about watching 
her plants grow. She also skips out on sleep in order to hang out with her 
best friend Alex, who too enjoys herbology.

Terri joins Clara’s group after Alex falls ill, and Terri rushes Alex to get 
some sunlight from Phoebe. Terri wants to save her friends, including her 
plants, and joins Clara and the rest of the group in saving the world.

Silhouettes and Inspiration

Terri’s design is based on the Smooth Emerald moth. 
I chose this moth for her because of its colour and 
texture, which is meant to mimic a leaf.

When I was originally designing Terri, she was going to be a small and 
sad girl. I had the idea of basing her design off of triangles, so I created 
a downward-facing hairstyle with the shape (as shown in the top-left 
silhouette). However, I was worried that her character wasn’t going to 
be determined enough to go on a cross-country journey with a group of 
other people, so I scrapped that character design.

Instead, I changed Terri’s demeanor to be fun and energetic, which felt 
a lot more natural to design for this story. I wanted her clothing and 
colour palette to match the plant-like quality of the Smooth Emerald 
moth. I kept with the triangle shape from Terri’s original design, but 
allowed her design to still be fluid and curved in areas. I was also going 
to have her hair be an upside-down triangle, but at the last stage of 
sketching I changed the shape to be bouncier.

Photo by Ian Kimber.
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development sketches

Terri's Final Design
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Arden Cizara
self-proclaimed justice
Arden is a night-dweller who takes power after the sun ceases to rise. 
He is, unsurprisingly, also the reason that the celestial beings are out of 
balance. Arden believes himself to be a bringer of “justice” to the world; 
he believes that if all the day-dwellers die out, then only the “better” 
people of the world will be left. While not much of a fighter, Arden is 
very cunning and is always thinking 3 steps ahead.

When Arden hears of Clara and her group trying to make their way to 
the celestial temple he does everything in his new-found power to stop 
them. Although Arden claims to hate day-dwellers, he has a secret: 
He is half day-dweller.

Silhouettes and Inspiration

Arden’s design and name are based off the Cizara Hawk-
moth. This moth has a colour pattern that reflects danger, 
which reflects Arden’s personality well.

Because Arden is a smooth-talker, I wanted him to look the part. I 
originally had his body type be rectangular with broad shoulders, but my 
classmates felt that he looked more like a henchman than the bad guy. 
So, I changed his body shape to be top-heavy, alluding to his large pride 
and self-confidence.

While I originally had him wearing a suit, I changed his outfit to feel 
more military-eqsue. This look worked well with him, as he is supposed 
to be a person of high importance and power in the game. I also 
encorporated elements of the Cizara Hawkmoth into his design, such as 
the long wing-shaped coattails and the pointed shoulderpads.

Photo by Robert Young,
distributed under a CC-BY 2.5 license.
Background made transparent.
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development sketches

Arden's Final Design
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additional character sketches
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Bringing It All Together: The Showstopper
Now that I had the environment and characters established, the last step 
in the content-creation portion of the class was to create a ‘showstopper’ 
image, or an illustration that combines all the elements of your game. 

While creating thumbnails for this image, I had a mental checklist in 
my head: I wanted this image to show the night sky, the moon, all the 
members of Clara’s group, and I wanted their to be a lamp somewhere in 
the image. I did a variety of different thumbnails, some vertical and some 
horizontal, to try to figure out the best way to approach this image.

The thumbnail that I ended up choosing was the thumbnail on the top 
left on the next page: I felt it had the strongest composition and had all 
the components on my mental checklist. After choosing the thumbnail, I 
decided that I wanted this image to also act as the cover for this concept 
art book, so I extended the landscape to go across an entire spread.

This showstopper image went through a lot of revisions before I had the 
final artwork. I had a difficult time figuring out how to render the night 
sky properly, while still keeping the style consistent with the characters 
and landscapes I had created previously.

Illustrating this image was exciting, because I got to see how the 
environments and characters I had spent so long creating work together 
in the same composition. 

The final showstopper artwork can be seen on pages 42 and 43.
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A special thank you to my professors and classmates in 
From Storytelling to Gaming: The Modern-Day Myths. 
This class has been an invaluable experience for me, and I 
appreciate all of your help along the way.

Final Words
This semester-long project has not only resulted in a polished 
art book, but also a large growth in my artistic abilities. Working 
on ‘LampLight’ these past few months has been a fun and 
stressful journey, but one that was very worth it in the end.
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